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Fuelled by fury, THEM explores 
three women’s struggle to navigate 
loss of self, trauma and the impact 
societal-defined generalisations 
have on our mental wellbeing.

The piece flicks through the pages 
of three survivors of sexual
violence. The piece shifts through 
time and space as the women find 
healing from the pages of their 
journal, and resolve from the voices 
of others.

After a publicly acclaimed 2019
tour of Father Figurine, Body Politic
are back with a powerful and
gripping display of hip hop dance.
Directed by Emma-Jane Greig and
choreographed by Jackie Kibuka,
THEM delves deeper into an
emotional portrayal of
dehumanisation, inequality and
misogyny.

To a world that instructs women to be passive and conciliatory, anger is a 
terrifying thing.
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Introduction

Commissioned by:



THEM Trailer

Duration: 60mins

Artistic Director: Emma-Jane Greig
Choreographer: Jackie Kibuka
Dance Artists: Elsabet Yonas, Christina
Dionysopoulou, Duja Sinada
Producer: Holly Miles
Lighting Designer: Chloe Kenwood
Sound Production: Charlotte Bickley
Costume/ Set Designer: Charlie Cridlan 

With the support of a brand new powerful digital educational resource, 
and the maintained relationships it has with audiences and venues
from its 2019 tour of Father Figurine, Body Politic hopes to provide new 
and exciting work for younger audiences, and offer alternative methods 
to engage audiences digitally.

Details
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https://youtu.be/_W7Vh9iii5Y


"This is an opportunity
to create space for
discussion, learning
and understanding
from young audiences
around issues of
consent and sexual
assault, which has
become commonplace
within school
settings."

THEM is a vehicle to reflect the 
upheaval sexual violence has 
on women today, physically, 
mentally, and politically. This is 
an opportunity to use the 
universal language of Hip Hop 
to engage with audiences to 
discuss a poignant topic 
continually in the headlines. 

It is a heavy reality to know that 1 in 4 women in the UK will
experience sexual violence at some point in their lives. 
Roughly 85,0000 women a year*. 

Why This Work?

*Stats from (Crime Survey from England 
and Wales)
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Education and 
Creative Learning
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2 podcast episodes ft. Oxfordshire Sexual Assault and Rape Crisis 
Centre (OSARCC)
Short Film ‘It’s not the Fire’
Short essay
Pre-recorded choreographic workshop
Downloadable score
Discussion and Practical session plans
Valuable resources from our partners OSARCC and Oxfordshire Mind

Content includes:

See next page for an initial sketch and substituted text

Body Politic have created a unique digital educational resource to 
accompany the show. This interactive, multi-art form resource includes a 
wide range of media, targeted at 14yrs+ to allow deeper insight and 
discussion into themes of sexual violence, misogony and consent. 
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Our education work can include: 
1hr, 1 day or 2 day workshops 
Residency/Curtain Raiser 
Post-show talk
Work Placement opportunities

Learning and participation is integral to what we do. We have an 
experienced team of dance practitioners who have worked in a variety of 
different educational settings, ranging from FE colleges, Pupil Referral Units 
and patient wards of mental health hospitals.

“We would 100% programme the work again it produced such an 
outpouring of emotion from our college students in particular and I 
personally was incredibly impressed with the piece and the emotion 
it evoked amongst our audiences.” 
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THEM Trailer Film Podcast Episode

Sally Polden, Redbridge 
Drama Centre

In-person workshops

Browse the 
Content

https://youtu.be/_W7Vh9iii5Y
https://youtu.be/zhtUZ9JRE98
https://open.spotify.com/show/5JXaS1WyMjDuvFauZh4ub3?si=5252ca3dd07a439f


Sound: good quality PA, capable of 
playing music at reasonably loud 
volume. Two monitors on stage for 
performers.

Company consists of three dancers 
and one Lighting Designer/Stage 
Manager.

Black box theatre with entrances on 
both wings and a stage size of at 
least 6.5m by 6.5m. Black dance 
floor must be laid prior to get-in. Basic rig consists:

6 booms, each with two lights 
An open-white front wash 
Cold pip-end cross light

*Haze machine when possible.

Body Politic can provide the venue with publicity materials for the show: 
 A5 flyers / A3 or A1 Posters

Primary marketing contact: marketing@bodypoliticdance.com

We are also committed to creating a dynamic and engaging social media 
campaign to accompany each performance. This can include live 
rehearsals insights, venue Instagram takeovers, and interviews with the 
cast. We are also open to creating a bespoke campaign with the venue to 
maximise audience engagement around the show.

We will take guidance from venues in regard to print as we are an 
environmentally conscious company and understand the need to cut down 
on unnecessary print.

Lighting: programmed on ETC ION.

Additional: the company requires a 
suitable rehearsal/warm-up area 
during get-in and a parking space 
on site.

Marketing and PR

Basic Technical 
Requirements
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Thank you for reading. August 2021


